
Main lesson Bookwork 
 
 

1. Below there are four conjunctive words (which are words that join sentences together to avoid the 
use of a full stop.) Your job will be to use each conjunctive word only once to join the sentences for 
the Battle of Troy, together. You can check your answers on the last page of this document – I hope 
it’s fun! Please complete this in your draft books, you will be writing this as a good copy tomorrow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paris arrived in Troy with Helen  the Greeks followed in warships carrying thousands of warriors.  
Once ashore, the Greeks built a great camp,  Troy attacked when they were still at work.  
Many battles followed  neither side were victorious even with the Gods’ help.  
Finally, the Trojan hero Hector killed Achilles’ friend Patroclus,   Achilles went to meet him in a 
fight to the death.    
 
 

2. Ok, now it is time to write your good copy of the writing you corrected yesterday with the title 
‘Helen Goes to Troy.’ Remember your border, title and to write neatly. From what I am seeing of 
work coming in, you are going really well making up your own borders and writing neatly – it’s 
great seeing your creativity shine through! 
 
 

3. Once all your writing is finished, it’s time to do the drawing. There are many battle scenes in this 
story and if one stuck out to you, please feel free to draw that. Otherwise you could draw 
Aphrodite protecting Paris with her invisibility veil from Menelaus, or Hector killing Patroclus, 
perhaps Achilles is waiting for Hector, or maybe you want to draw the Greeks taking the priest of 
Apollo’s daughter… up to you! In terms of the background of your drawings, the Greeks set up their 
camp a short distance from the beach, so you would see the sea on the Greek’s side and the huge 
Trojan city on Troy’s side, all behind massive stone walls – which the Greeks could no find a way to 
get through in all these battles. To those who love to draw battle scenes – yes, this is your chance! 
There was death and blood, there were hundreds dying in each battle – but if you want to draw a 
battle scene, make sure there are at least two characters fighting in the foreground, large enough 
so we can see their movements, weapons and armour. No stick figures please! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conjunctive Words 
 

and  so  but  however 



Correct conjunctives: 
 
The Battle for Troy 
Paris arrived in Troy with Helen and the Greeks followed in warships carrying thousands of warriors. Once 
ashore, the Greeks built a great camp, however Troy attacked when they were still at work. Many battles 
followed but neither side were victorious even with the Gods’ help. Finally, the Trojan hero Hector killed 
Achilles’ friend Patroclus, so Achilles went to meet him in a fight to the death.    
 


